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answers to colorado mental health
About 160 mental health therapists, counselors and psychologists joined a forum to vent about Medicaid payment delays and burdensome paperwork. They left even angrier.

colorado mental health professionals incensed after medicaid forum that was intended to clear the air
Matthew C. Harris was arrested in Boulder Tuesday for sending a manifesto to his former employer at UCLA and had a history of mental illness.

how ucla plotter’s arrest highlights colorado’s mental health crisis
Then I saw an op-ed written by the head of the Colorado the mental health emergency among children related to the liberalization of marijuana laws? “Absolutely,” was his immediate answer.

the x factor affecting the mental health of colorado’s kids | vince bzdek
Hundreds of people statewide are sitting in Colorado jails, their court cases stalled as they wait "indefinite periods" for mental health treatment Blanco congratulates them on successes and

colorado’s criminal defendants are waiting months for mental health treatment. a larimer county solution is helping.
Miller says it’s a major problem she’s tried to get answers about may wait more than 28 days for admission to the Colorado Mental Health Institute for a competency exam or restoration

hospital backlog has mental health patients sitting in county jails
The answer was a program called Aurora Sustained or drug paraphernalia to opt in to treatment with the nonprofit mental health group AllHealth Network. Unfortunately, Colorado ranks near the

on edge: novel city program works to draw some criminal suspects into mental health treatment to keep them from coming back
The center hasn't provided clear answers. RJ Sangosti/The Denver several decades — challenges the status quo of Colorado’s mental health safety-net system. The new center will not be

the trouble with mind springs: summit, eagle counties are breaking from their mental health provider and others are taking notes
Our elected representatives in Denver are making earnest attempts to address the issue of crime prevention. Gov. Jared Polis has requested an historic investment of $113 million this year for the

silverii: polis’ earnest plan to address crime
What’s not as well understood, however, is how it impacts our mental health. As it turns out, Colorado State University sociologist Stephanie Malin wrote in The Conversation, the answer is
sociologist: fracking is a mental health disaster
One of the answers that came through loud and I know that the number one cause of death in Colorado for teenagers is suicide. Mental health is everything. If we don’t find ways to support
colorado’s safe2tell program surpasses 100,000 actionable tips
DENVER (KDVR) — The state hasn’t seen COVID-19 hospital levels this low since early October, and yet Colorado hospitals issue can be exacerbated by mental health, substance use and the
why colorado hospitals will still see capacity issues even as covid wanes
Jared Polis and his Department of Corrections for violating the state’s anti-slavery law by forcing them to work. In a class-action lawsuit filed Tuesday against Polis and state corrections officials,
prisoners allege forced labor violates colorado’s anti-slavery law
Ranae Lichtenberger can’t read or write English. She’s legally blind because of cataracts, and she’s distrustful of just about everybody due to mental stressors from her blindness and living alone.
vulnerable senior loses home after condo association forces sale to recover monthly dues
Even before the Marshall Fire, legislators held a series of interim committee meetings to take a serious look at the state’s wildfire preparedness. The bipartisan committee came up with five bills to